
Milwaukee MXFTL-0 - MX Fuel Tower Light/Charger (Tool Only)

Product Description

MX FUEL™, Milwaukee®'s new equipment system, goes beyond the limitations of  petrol  and corded units,  utilising the industry's  most
advanced batteries,  motors,  and electronics to deliver  the best  experience for  users.  This  is  equipment,  redefined.  The MX FUEL™ Tower
Light/Charger is the new way to light the site. The portable 3 m light is designed for both indoor and outdoor use. The Tower Light provides up
to 27,000 lumens of task and area lighting and withstands harsh jobsite environments. The portable Tower Light provides users with an easily
portable, high output cordless light well-suited to remote applications and early phase construction. The 8” (203 mm) all-terrain wheels ensure
users can easily roll the work light across uneven jobsites, whether it needs to be moved across rough terrain during early phase construction
or across pan decking for early morning concrete pours. The Tower Light/Charger can be set up in seconds with a motorised mast that extends
to a maximum height  of  3 m and collapses back down to 1.2 m for  easy transportation and storage.  Once it  is  in  place,  4 outriggers can
quickly be deployed to provide more stability on uneven surfaces. The four multidirectional LED light heads give users the ability to cast up to
27,000 lumens of  TRUEVIEW™ High Definition Output  in  several  directions.  When powered by our  MX FUEL™ REDLITHIUM™ XC406 battery
pack, the Tower Light/Charger runs for up to 10 hours on a single charge. It can also be plugged into an extension cord for all-day operation as
well  as  charge any MX FUEL™ REDLITHIUM™ battery packs.  It  is  compatible with all  MILWAUKEE® MX FUEL™ REDLITHIUM™ batteries,  giving
users a hardworking and reliable power for  equipment.  The MX FUEL™ Tower Light/Charger is  ONE-KEY™ compatible,  allowing users to track,
manage and secure the machine.

Features

Up 27,000 lumens (AC power)  or  20,000 lumens (DC power)  of  TRUEVIEW™ High Definition Output
Optimise runtime and brightness via ONE-KEY™
4 independently  adjustable light  heads ideal  for  task or  area lighting
Integrated charger function enables continuous use when required
ONE-KEY™ compatible
Motorised mast  reduces setup time and minimises manual  process
Light  heads can be set  to desired height  for  task or  area lighting



4 legs can be individually  extended and retracted,  allowing flexibility  in  various situations
Designed for  indoor and outdoor use,  with IP55 (DC only)  dust  and water  resistance
Withstands winds to 56 kph
Rugged 8” (203mm) rubber wheels  for  mobility  across different  jobsite terrains

Specifications

PLATFORM: MX FUEL™
RUN TIME:  (DC) 10 hours /  6  hours /  3  hours (*Using MXFXC406)
CHARGE RATE:  Integrated:  45 minutes (CP203);  90 minutes (XC406)
LUMENS: (AC) 7,000/14,000/27,000 |  (DC) 5,000/10,000/20,000
IP RATINGS:  IP55 (DC only)
HEIGHT:  1,118mm (Retracted)  /  3,048mm
WEIGHT:  44.2 kg (Tool  only)
WARRANTY -  TOOL:  2 Year


